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AC1

FAIRBANKS ADVISORY COMM1TTEE COMMENTS
BOARD OF GAME, OCTOBER 8-12

The Fairbanks Fish & Game Advisory Committee (FAC) met on September 29,
2010 for the purpose of addressing and commenting on proposals related to Neichina
caribou hunting. Twelve of 15 members were present, a quorum was established, and
discussion ensued regarding the individual proposals and the best overall management
plan. FAC recognizes that the current regulatory and legal issues involving Nelchina
caribou are likely too complex for the Board to simply adopt one of the published
proposals. It is likely the Board will consider several of the ideas raised in the
proposals, and based on public comments received prior to and during the meeting, will
create a comprehensive Ne/china caribou management plan. A plan that is non
discriminatory, biologically sound, and administratively feasible.

Rather than simply focus on the immediate heed for regulations for the winter
hunt in 2010-2011, the FAC suggests that the Board instead adopt a comprehensive
management plan that will 1) direct Nelchina caribou management for several more
years, 2) will satisfy the concerns of most stakeholders, and 3) will be consistent with
State law. In 1990 following the McDowell decision, the Attorney General’s office
advised the Board to ask “whether the existing subsistence hunt can be open to all
Alaskan likely to desire to participate in that season without jeopardizing either
sustained yield or a reasonable opportunity for those participants” (See, Exhibit B, pg.
4). If so, no Tier I or Tier II hunt was required.

In advice to the Board at that time, the Attorney General identified a continuum of
subsistence hunts. The Nelchiria hunt best fits the fo/lowing description:

In the middle of the continuum are those situations in which the subsistence huntmust be restructured before everyone desiring to participate can, and it can be sorestructured. The question then becomes whether the authorized season, bag limit,methods and means, etc., provide a ‘reasonable opportunity” or not. Each hunt in thiscategory must be viewed as a matter of degree. Some situations will clearly constituteunreasonable opportunity — for example, a two day season restructured from a 40dayseason would probably fall into that category. We would recommend that the Board putas high a priority as possible on addressing those situations which most clearly wouldnot provide reasonable opportunity and convert those to Tier II. Other situations will bearguably on the reasonable side of the dividing line between reasonable and
unreasonable opportunity. (See, Exhibit B, pg. 67).
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Because of FAC’s ectensive long-term involvement in developing and refining

regulations affecting the Fortymile caribou herd, we believe that the best approach to

managing the Nelchina caribou herd in the future is to follow the model established by

the current Fortymile [lerd Harvest Plan. A copy of the 2006-2012 Fortymile Caribou

Herd Harvest Plan is attached to these comments as Exhibit A. This plan was modified

by the Board in 2010 to successfully address issues involving over-harvest in the fall,

2009 season.

There are many similarities between the Fortymile and the Nelchina caribou

herds. Both herds have 1) experienced dramatic population changes over the years,

and both currently number approximately 45,000 animals, 2) both herds are managed

under the State’s intensive management (IM) law, 3) both herds are road accessible, 4)

both herds are desired by large numbers of diverse Alaskans, 5) the ANS for Nelchina

is 600 — 1,000, and the ANS for Fortymile is 350 — 400, and 6) the Neichina harvest

objective is 2,300, the Fortymile harvest objective is 850.

We have considered the following numbered proposals and have grouped them

for comment based on the type of hunt plan they advocate.

Proposals 1, 4, 8, 10, 12, 17, 19 and 30

Drawing Permit: Though a drawing permit is attractive for many reasons, we

currently oppose a general drawing at this time because the Board still considers this

road accessible area a “subsistence area”. Because of this, the Board must provide a

“reasonable opportunity” to meet the Amount Necessary for Subsistence CANS) of 600 —

1,000. Because the federal harvest is approximately 400 caribou, the remainder of the

ANS should be provided for in the State hunt, and every Alaskan must have an

opportunity to participate. A drawing hunt would deny an opportunity to those not

drawn. The FAC has previously advocated for the Nelchina basin to be a “non-

subsistence area,” This would eliminate most problems with managing this hunt, and

allow a drawing hunt open to all Alaskans on an equal basis. In 2008, the Board, in a

split vote, decided that in the Nelchina basin “subsistence is a principal characteristic of

the economy, culture and way of life in the area.” AS 16,05,258(c), The Board could



use Proposal 30 as the springboard to make all (or part) of Unit 13 a non-subsistence

area. It should call a joint Board meeting at the March 4 — 10 in-cycle meeting.

Proposals 17, 20 and 21

Local preference

This is illegal.

Proposals 18 and 24

Rotational Tier I or rotational drawing: This is the next best solution to a

registration hunt, The drawback is it would limit subsistence users to, at best, one

caribou every four years. Although the Board previously has found that nonAHTNA

users only needed one caribou every four years, the court has struck that finding.

AHTNA village residents can harvest two caribou a year under liberal federal

seasons. If non-federally qualified users agreed to a 1 caribou in every 4 year limit, and

the Board made a finding supported by actual evidence, a rotational drawing is possible

and legally defensible. This proposal is fair to all and would treat all urban Alaskans

equally. Rural residents could still harvest two caribou every year under federal rules.

Proposal 26

This would restore a community harvest hunt for those AHTNA residents who

wanted someone else to legally fill their Tier I, Tier II, drawing, or registration tag.

The Community Harvest Statute only legitimizes “party hunting”. The court has
held the Community Harvest Statute cannot be used to provide a residence based

preference. By the Department’s own assessment, the 2009 AHTNA CHP was an

administrative disaster. (See, Exhibit C, ADF&G Report to the Board). The Board

needs to abandon its CHP experiment.

Proposal 27

This ADF&G proposal would either extend or replace the currently planned winter

Tier II unit.



The proposal assumes (wrongfully) that a Tier II hunt needs to be implemented.

A special subsistence only hunt is not required when 1) the harvestable surplus

exceeds the ANS and 2> the Board makes the requisite finding that the existing federal

hunt, combined with a rotational Tier I general harvest or registration hunt, provides a

normally diligent subsistence user with an opportunity that provides a reasonable

expectation of success”. If the Board extends its emergency authorization, a Tier II hunt

this winter (despite lack of public comment and other requirements of the Administrative

procedures Act), it will be more difficult to get out of it next year, or ever, and the Board

will have unnecessarily continued to perpetuate the most controversial hunt in the state.

We urge the Board to get rid of Tier II and switch immediately to a registration hunt. If

the herd crashes and the harvestable surplus falls below the ANS, then, and only then,

will Tier II have to be revived.

The Board has recently made these necessary “reasonable opportunity” findings

with 1) the Minto moose hunt (eliminating Tier II because harvestable surplus exceeds

ANS), 2) the Fortymile caribou hunt (registration fall and winter hunt combined with

additional federal opportunity satisfied the “reasonable opportunity” test), and 3) Unit 13

moose. In 2009, this Board found that a harvest of 735 moose in an area with an ANS

of 600 justified both elimination of the Tier II moose hunt and a non-resident season.

The Board needs to be consistent in applying criteria to remove a hunt from Tier Il.

Statewide, the Board has consistently found “reasonable opportunity” when the

harvest exceeds ANS. The Nelchina caribou should be no exception.

THE NELCHINA SHOULD BE A REGISTRATION HUNT

The FAC unanimously approved these written comments and the

recommendation for a registration hunt modeled after the successful Fortymile

registration hunt.

Currently, the Nelchina herd is estimated at 45,000 animals, 5,000 animals

above the high end of its current population objective. According to ADF&G, a minimum

of 1,500 bulls and 800 cows should be taken during the 2010-2011 hunting season.

With a population of 5,000 animals above the previous population objective, and with a

previous harvest objective of 800 animals based on a population estimate of any 31,000



animals, 5,800 Nelchina caribou (5,000 above the population objective, plus 800

animals comprising the previous harvest objective) could be harvested while keeping

the herd within the population objective and carefully managing growth with a cow

harvest,

In March, 2010, this Board established the amount necessary for subsistence at

600 — 1000 caribou, with 600 in the State harvest and 400 in the federal harvest. In the

fall. 2009 — winter, 2010 season, only 428 caribou were harvested in the State hunt, 127

in the AHTNA Community Harvest Hunt, 277 in the Tier! lottery hunt, and 348 caribou

were harvested in the Federal Subsistence Hunt for a total harvest of 776. This low

harvest, combined with very low relative participation rates in the CHP hunt, likely

contributed to the increase in the herd’s size. It is clear that the Nelchina herd can

sustain a much higher harvest than previously provided, and a maximum sustainable

harvest is mandated by the IM.

Just as it does for Fortymile caribou, the Board can provide a reasonable

opportunity” for subsistence harvest through a closely monitored fall and winter

registration hunt. AS 16.05.258(f) defines a reasonable opportunity an “...opportunity

that allows a subsistence user to participate in a subsistence hunt or fishery that

provides a normally diligent participant with a reasonable expectation of success of

taking of fish or game.” When adopting the Fortymile hunt plan, the Board found the

required reasonable opportunity was provided with a registration hunt, particularly when

the State hunt was considered in combination with the federal subsistence opportunity.

The Fortymile permit is a joint Federal/State permit. This means the Federal

Subsistence managers agree that the State hunt provides a reasonable opportunity for
federally recognized (rural) users, even with its delayed August 29 opener and rapid

closure (authority). In the Neichina Basin, the Federal season lasts several months
longer than the State season and the limit is two caribou per person. If the Board is still
inclined to separately consider the needs of the AHTNA communities and what

constitutes “reasonable opportunity” for them, it should know that 413 hunters signed up
for the extremely liberal Community Harvest hunt and they only harvested 81 caribou.

The Board can never provide a guaranteed harvest to any subsistence user, and a fall

and winter registration hunt to harvest 2,300 caribou provides ‘reasonable opportunity”.



Enhanced predator control efforts in the Neichina area, combined with a

relatively low levei of human harvest, have contributed to the growth of this herd. We

believe the Board should take another look at the population objective, and if

appropriate, modify the number upward to a high end of 50,000 animals.

The Board should to revisit the current population objective at its meeting. The

lM law requires this. Doing so would open up more management options, while

reducing the level of conflicts among competing user groups and reducing the

opportunity for judicial challenges.

Initially, the Neichina registration hunt could be separated into three zones, again

modeled after the Fortymile plan. Zone I could encompass the Parks Highway/Glenn

Highway road accessible areas, Zone 2 could be comprised of the remote areas, and

Zone 3 could be bordered by the Richardson and Denali Highways. Just as in the

Fortymile country, Zones 1 and 3 could be expected to have high participation levels,

particularly in the fall hunt. Zone 2 could likely remain open throughout the fall season

without risk of over-harvest.

A short fall season opportunity in Zones 1 and 3, mandated prompt reporting,

combined with emergency early closure authority for managers, and a much longer

opportunity in Zone 2, could provide for the orderly and fairly distributed harvest of some

of these surplus animals. A reasonable opportunity for subsistence would certainly be

satisfied, because even residents of the eight AHTNA villages would have significant

opportunity to 1) harvest Neichina caribou in any zone during the fall season, 2)

throughout federal lands during the lengthy federal season, and 3) during the State

winter season.

After the fall harvest quota is met, the State season would close until the winter

hunt. AHTNA residents could continue hunting on their Federal permits. The winter

hunt could again be divided into zones under the same zones, or different zones

depending on traditional herd movements and an extended winter hunt could be held

based on historically low participation levels, and a decreased risk of over-harvest.

The FAC firmly believes, based on the successful implementation of the

Fortymile plan, that the decades long problems with the Nelchina caribou hunt can be

addressed by abandoning the divisive and controversial Tier II hunts and managing the



hunt similar to the Fortymile hunt. The strongest opposition is likely to come from

AHTNA, Inc., who will continue to promote a discriminatory community residence

harvest preference. As long as the Board does not forget that 1) there are thousands of

surplus Nelchina caribou that should be harvested under the IM law, 2) that the ANS is

only 600 — 1,000, and that 3) a reasonable opportunity for subsistence users is provided

for with a combination of State and federal hunts, the Board should recognize that it

can, and should, manage the Neichina hunt as a registration hunt rather than under a

Tier I, Tier II, or CHP regime.

The Board must find that a registration hunt open for all Alaskans, AHTNA or

non-AHTNA, “provides a normally diligent participant with a reasonable expectation of

success of taking a Nelchina caribou”. This regulation change would 1) comply with all

Alaska statutes, court decisions, and most importantly, the Constitution, 2) establish a

mechanism for easily increasing or decreasing harvest depending on current population

estimates, and 3) provide a predictable hunting opportunity for all Alaskans on an equal

basis. A closely monitored hunt would limit the opportunity for over-harvest and keep

the herd size stable.

If the Board does not believe a fall and winter State registration hunt, combined

with a seasonal long federal hunt, still does not provide a reasonably diligent participant

with a reasonable opportunity to harvest the Nelchina caribou, the FAC believes it

should implement a rotational Tier I drawing available to all Alaskans equally. Tier II

hunts are inherently divisive and discriminatory, and the court did not require the Board

to reinstate Tier Il.

AS 16.05.258(4) is the only legal mechanism for instituting a Tier Il hunt. To get

to Tier II, the Board first must find “...the harvestable portion of the stock or population

is not sufficient to provide a reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses.” With an ANS

of 600 - 1,000 animals from a herd that has exceeded its population objective by at least

5,000, and on which the State is proposing a minimum harvest of 2,300 animals, the

Board cannot legitimately make this prerequisite finding, and cannot legally distinguish

among individual Alaskans on a Tier Il level. In 2009, the Board eliminated Tier II for

Unit 13 moose after finding that the harvest (735) was well above the 300 — 600 ANS

range. With a minimum recommended caribou harvest more than two times the upper



end of the ANS range, the Board needs to be consistent and eliminate this perennial

problematic Tier II hunt.

At the October, 2010 meeting, the Board will be presented with the most up-to

date information on the fall, 2010 harvest. Based on that information, it must enact

regulations for the winter, 2011 hunt. The court’s decision unfortunately has apparently

been interpreted by the Department (or the Attorney General) to require the Board to

institute another Tier II hunt, however, we believe that if the Board made the appropriate

findings as to 1) the “reasonable opportunity” for subsistence being offered, and 2) that

the current harvestable surplus greatly exceeds ANS, then a registration hunt could

occur this winter. A hunt that could remain open to all Alaskans equally until the harvest

objective was met.

If the Board is concerned that too many Alaskans would register and participate

There are a number of alternatives available to the Board inclUding 1) a delayed fall

opener, 2) limited access provisions, or 3) no individual may be issued more than one

caribou registration permit at any time during the season.

The public in general would approve of this hunt, diligent subsistence users

would get their meat, and no special interest group could convince a court that the hunt

was discriminatory and illegal under the common use clauses of our State Constitution.

Respectfully submitted,

Fairbanks Advisory Committee



FORTYMILE CARIBOU HERD
HARVEST PLAN

2006-2012

rhls plan was developed by a coalition of the, Fairbanks1Upper Tanana/Fortymile,
Central, Delta Junction, and Eagle Advisory Committees and the Eastern Interior

Regional Subsistence Advisory Council in cooperation with Yukon Fish and Wildlife
Management Board, Yukon Department of Environment, Yukon First Nations and the

______ _____

Alaska Department of Fish and Game,

Adopted by the Board of Game in March 2006
Endorsed by the Federal Subsistence Board in May 2006
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INTRODUCTION

This plan has been developed as a guide for managing harvest of the Fortymile Caribou

Herd (FCH) in Alaska from 2006 through 2012. This plan retains many of the provisions

of the first harvest plan for Fortymile caribou that guided harvest of the herd between 2001

and 2005. As was the case with the previous plan, the Fortymile Caribou Herd Harvest

Plan 2006—2012 (“Harvest Plan”) was developed by representatives from the Central,

Delta Junction, Eagle, Fairbanks and Upper Tanana/Fortymile State Fish and Game

Advisory Committees (F&GACs), and the Eastern Interior Regional Advisory Council

(EIRAC). Important contributions were added by participants from the Yukon Fish and

Wildlife Management Board, the Yukon Department of Environment and Yukon First

Nations. The Alaska Department ofFish and Game Division of Wildlife Conservation

provided support in developing the plan.

The Harvest Plan includes recommended actions and regulations governing overall herd

harvest levels, allocation of harvest between Alaska and Yukon and between different

areas in Alaska, and harvest management options (permits, seasons, bag limits, methods

and means). it also includes other information to help guide future decisions regarding

harvest of Fortymile caribou, including herd history and historic harvest data. The Harvest

Plan was developed in the spring and summer of 2005 for review by the involved advisory

committees, the FIRAC and the public during fall 2005. The Alaska Board of Game

(BOG) endorsed the plan at its meeting in March 2006 and the Federal Subsistence Board

(FSB) passed a resolution in support of the plan in May 2006.

The specifics of managing the Yukon FCH harvest allocation will be developed by the

Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board, the Yukon Department of Environment and

Yukon First Nations.

Exhibit 29_
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BACKGROUND

Fowrv1tiLE CARiBOu HERD PLANNING

The Fort:vmile Caribou Herd Management Plan (“Management Plan”) was completed in

October 1995 by the Fortymile Caribou Herd Planning Team. The primary purpose of the

Management Plan was to help restore the FCH to its fonner range and abundance. It

addressed many aspects ofherd management and included provisions to reduce caribou

mortality by decreasing harvest and by implementing a non-lethal predator control

program. The plan provided a guide to management of the FCH from 1995 through 2000.

During that time harvest of Fortymile caribou was limited to a quota of 150 bulls per year.

In 1999, with the herd increasing in size and the Fortymile Caribou Herd Management

Plan soon to expire, several state fish and game advisory committees began a cooperative

effort to develop a framework for expanding opportunities to harvest the herd. This initial

harvest plan provided for increasing the harvest quota from 150 bulls per year to 2-3% of

the estimated population size and allowed for annual quota increases if the herd grew by

10% or more in the previous year. ADF&G conducted periodic photo census counts and

modeled annual population trends to estimate herd population size and growth rate. The

Alaska BOG endorsed the 200F-2006 Harvest Plan and adopted new FCH hunting

regulations in March 2000. The FSB approved the plan and revised regulations later that

spring.

In the winter of 2004-2005, with the 2001—2006 Harvest Plan nearing its end and in order

to produce an update within the BOG’s two-year meeting cycle, the involved advisory

committees began reviewing information on FCH population status and harvest and

generating ideas for a new harvest plan. On July 7, 2005, representatives of the Delta

Junction, Eagle, Fairbanks and Upper Tanana/Fortymile Advisory Committees (Central

Advisory Committee was unable to attend), the EIRAC, the Yukon Fish and Wildlife

Management Board, Yukon Department of Environment and the T’rondk HwëchIn First

Nation, met in Tok to discuss the FCH population and harvest and seek agreement on

recommendations to he included in an updated harvest plan. Staff from Alaska Department

of Fish and Game, Divisions of Wildlife Conservation and Subsistence, the Bureau of

Land Management, the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge and the National Park Service

provided technical support for this meeting.

Participants in the July 7 meeting reached agreement on the basic provisions of the draft

plan which were circulated for review and comment by the F&GACs, ELRAC and the

general public. The key points that emerged from the meeting that are a basis for this

Harvest Plan include:

• The FCH, with the latest population estimate at 40,000 (2005) down from 43,375

(2003), has not grown as rapidly as envisioned in the initial harvest management

plan.
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• The group reaffirmed the commitment to support growth of the FCH so that it will

continue to expand into its historic range in both Alaska and the Yukon and to

provide for greater harvest.

• The harvest quota for Alaska should remain at 850 caribou, with up to 25% cows,

until the herd reaches 50,000caribou.

• Because the ADF&G has less funding available for extensive monitoring of the

FCH. the new harvest plan needs to be implemented within a more standard survey

and inventory program.

• Because the FCH is an Intensive Management population under Alaskan law, and

because the mortality over the last two years has exceeded the calf production, it is

absolutely necessary to implement a lethal wolfpredation control program

specifically designed for the FCH to ensure the herd reaches the Intensive

Management (TM) population and han’est objectives within a reasonable time-

frame.

• ADF&G research shows 88% of the annual mortality in the Fortymile Herd was

caused by predators and only 5% is “harvest” by hunters,

• The harvest quota will rise to 1,000 when the pre—calving population reaches

50,000.

• The wolf sterilization project (1997-2001) is not producing a long term increase of

the FCH.

HERD POPULATJON GROWTH

Estimates of the size of the FCH in the 1920s were within 350,000-568,000 animals and

the herd’s range encompassed some 85,000 square miles, extending from Whitehorse,

Yukon, to the While Mountains north of Fairbanks, Alaska. Population estimates from

around 1950 were 46,00060,000. By the I 970s the population declined to an estimated

low of 5,000 animals. Since 1973, the herd has occupied only a small portion of its

previous range. For example, the herd seldom crossed into Yukon in significant numbers

during the 1970’s, 1980’s and 1990’s. Between 1974 and 1990 the herd grew slowly to

about 23,000 caribou. The herd population remained at that level until 1995 due largely to

low calf survival. In 1995 the FCH was estimated at 22,000 to 23,000 animals. An

intensive private wolf trapping effort, nonlethal predator control, favorable weather

conditions and reduced hunting pressure enabled the population to increase to 43,375

caribou by 2003 (Figure 1). The FCH has not increased numerically as eiwisioned in the

previous Harvest Plan, which projected a FCH population of 57,000 or more by 2003, and

70,000 or more by 2005.
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Figure 1: Estimated numbers ofFortymile Caribou 1994—2005

In 2001 the herd crossed the Steese Highway for the first time in about three decades. By
November 2002 over 30,000 FCH animals were in Yukon, Canada and 5,000 were north of
the Yukon River near Dawson. This was the first time since the early 1 960s that Fortymile
caribou crossed the Yukon River and a vast majority of the herd wintered in the Yukon.

In mid-May 2004, the FCH population decreased to an estimated 42,000 caribou. This
decline was likely due largely to a very low percentage ofbirths in the herd during 2003
(69% birthrate). This low percentage of calves likely occurred because of adverse summer
weather in 2002 that caused poor body condition in cows and decreased the 2003
pregnancy rate.

The FCH population further declined to an estimated 39,700 caribou by early May 2005.
This estimate was derived from the early May 2004 estimate, spring 2004 calving ground
surveys, fall 2004 composition counts, and winter mortality rates estimated from the
number of radiocoilared caribou that died during the winter of 2004-2005. Elevated
mortality of calves and adults during the winter of 2004 — 2005 was caused by increased
predation during adverse weather.

hARvEsT

The FCH historically provided much of the food for earlyday residents. From the late
I 800s to World War I, it was subject to market hunting in both Alaska and Yukon. Before
the Taylor Highway was constructed in the mid-i 950s most hunting was concentrated
along the Steese Highway and along the Yukon River above Dawson. During the 1 960s,
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hunting was concentrated along the Steese and Taylor highways in Alaska and the Top of

the World Highway in Yukon. From the mid I 970s through the 1 980s, FCH hunting

regulations were designed to benefit local hunters and to prevent harvest from limiting

herd growth. Bag limits, harvest quotas, and season openings were primarily used to meet

these objectives. Hunting seasons were deliberately scheduled to avoid the period when

road crossings were likely. Consequently, hunter concentration and harvest distribution

shifted from highways to trail systems accessed from the Taylor and Steese highways and

to areas accessed from small airstrips within the Fortymile and Charley river drainages.

Harvest was further restricted during the 1 990s to ensure little impact on herd growth.

Harvest regulations also became increasingly complex due to a change in Alaska’s

subsistence law that resulted in federal management of subsistence uses of the FCH on

federal lands. During this period, many residents within the herd’s range were unhappy

with the ineffectiveness of dual federal and state management in administering the hunts

and bringing about a herd increase,

During regulatory years 1996—1997 through 200G--200 I [regulatory year (RY) begins I

July and ends 30 June; e.g. RYOO = 1 Jul 2000 through 30 Jun 2001], under the F’ortymile

Caribou Herd Management Plan, the harvest quota was 150 bulls. Since fall 1996,

ADF&G and Ibderal subsistence staff have managed the fall and winter Fortymile caribou

hunts using a joint Federal Subsistence/State Registration permit. One permit is used and

all hunt reports are returned to ADF&G. Federally-qualified subsistence users can begin

hunting on federal public lands 15—30 days before other hunters.

The 200 1---2006 Harvest Plan recommended a conservative annual harvest rate of about 2—

3% to be divided between Alaska and Yukon. Sixty-five percent of the annual harvest was

allocated to Alaska and 35% to Yukon. During this time, the T’rondëk Hwëchmn First

Nations chose to forego their hunting rights and the Yukon Department of Environment

opened no seasons when the FCH wintered in Canada, so that the Canadian harvest quota

could be reallocated to herd growth.

Under the 200 l2006 Harvest Plan, if a growth rate of approximately 10% was not

achieved in a particular year, the harvest objective for that hunting season was reduced to

the level of the previous year. Because the Fortymile Caribou Herd grew at less than 10%

per year and declined after 2003, the annual harvest quota remained at 850 per regulatory

year except in FY02 when the quota was set before an accurate population estimate was

made. The Alaska quota was further divided between fall-harvest (75%) and winter-

harvest (25%) (Table 1). The fall quota was allocated between 3 areas based on historical

take and herd migration. The Steese l{ighway-Central area was assigned 35% of the fall

harvest obiective; the Salcha-Goodpaster roadless area was assigned l5% and the Tok

Taylor Highway area was assigned 50%. A different registration permit was used for each

of these 3 areas, and areas were closed by emergency order if their quotas were filled,

Registration permit boundaries were changed several times to alleviate the need for most

hunters to obtain more than 1 permit to hunt a particular area and to accommodate changes

in herd movements and range expansion.

Ethibit
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Table 1. Alaska harvest quota allocation.

_____

Regulatory Year

Area 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005
Steese/Chena Hot Springs Area (35%) 230 250 230 230
Taylor Highway Area (50%) 320 355 320 320
Salcha-Goodpaster Readless Area
(15%) 90 105 90 90
Fall Hunt Total Quota 640 710 640 640

Steese/Chena Hot Springs Area N/A5 95 125 (181 )b 125 (181 )h

Taylor Highway Area N/A5 145 85 (121)” 85 (135)”
Winter Hunt Quota 210 240 210 302)b 210(335)h

Total Quota 850 950 850 850
ACTUAL HARVEST 693 864 800 840
NUMEROFPERM1TSISSUED 4537 4156 5718 4212c
a The winter quota was not allocated by area until regulatoiy year 2002—2003.
b This number is the remaining unfilled quota, which equals the winter quota allocation plus the unfilled portion of the
fall quota.
‘The 3 fall registration permits were combined into one permit sohunters were not issued multiple permits to hunt
Fortymile caribou in different places during the fall season.

Animals not harvested under the fall quota were reassigned to the winter hunt quota,
except in RYO1, when the unfilled portion of the fall quota was put toward herd growth.
During RYO2—RYO5, 60% of the winter quota was allocated to the unit in which most of
the herd was located at the time, along with Units 20D and 20B, while 40% was assigned
to the unit where the minority of the herd ranged. During this timefranie, Unit 25C, along
with 20B and 20D, received 60% of the winter harvest quota during 3 of the 4 years. This
allocation of the winter quota allowed harvest across the winter range, and prevented the
season in one area being closed because the entire winter quota bad been taken in another
area.

The 3 fall registration permits were combined in RYO4. Harvest quotas for the different
areas were retained and portions of the hunt area were closed by emergency order if
harvest quotas were filled. This reduced confusion and eliminated the problem of multiple
permits being issued to individual hunters who wanted to hunt Fortyrnile caribou in more
than one area during the fall.

Concerns about increased hunting pressure on the moose population in Unit 20E, led to
establishment of caribou/moose registration hunts in RYO2 under which hunters were only
able to possess a registration permit for one species at a time in most of Unit 20E. This was
intended to prevent excessive incidental harvest of moose in Unit 20E by FCH hunters.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE COALITiON

MANAGEMENT RECOM1ENDATIONS

GoALs sn OBJECTIVES

Goats

Primary goal: Promote continued growth of the FCH to meet intensive management

population and harvest objectives and restore it to its historic range in both Alaska and

Yukon.

Secondary goal: Increase the allowable harvest of the FCH when the herd grows.

Objectives

Promote and support management actions to obtain the following FCH Intensive

Management Objectives established by the BOG:

> Population objective of 50,000-l 00,000

> Harvest objective of i,000—15,000 caribou.

BARVEST MANAGEMENT

Harvest Rate

• Maintain a conservative harvest rate of approximately 2—3% of the herd population,

Allocation ofHarvest Between Alaska and the Yukon Territoiy

• 65% of the harvest will be allocated to Alaska and 35% to Yukon, This effectively

means that Alaska’s harvest allocation is approximately 2% of the FCH population

and 1% is allocated to the Yukon.

Alaska Harvest Quota

• Maintain an annual harvest quota of 850 caribou (±15%), with no more than 25%

of the harvest being cows.

• When the FCH (pre-calving) population reaches 50,000 or more animals the

harvest will be increased to 1,000 caribou.

• Through information and education programs, encourage hunters to take bull

caribou rather than cows in order to keep cow harvest at less than or equal to 25%

of the harvest.

The intent is to keep the average FCH harvest within the 850 quota, but to allow up to a

15% variation in a single year. if the quota is either not reached or exceeded in one year,
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harvest allocation may be adjusted the following year to compensate.

There is concern that if bull-only bag limits are applied, increased waste might result if
hunters inadvertently take cows and do not salvage them. When hunters are allowed to
choose between bulls and cows during the fall season, experience with the FCH and other
herds has shown that 60% to 80% of hunters select for bulls. In addition, because of the
difficulty in differentiating between cows with antlers and young bulls with antlers, cows
are ofien illegally harvested during bull-only hunts. By allowing either-sex harvest, illegal
harvest related to mistaken harvest of cows is eliminated and cows that might be wasted
are utilized. In addition, the either-sex season allows hunters to select for cows when the
meat quality of bulls is poor at the onset of the rut in late September. To protect against the
over-harvest of cows, the cow harvest has been limited to 25% of the annual harvest. A
portion of the cow quota is reserved for the winter season. Hunter education is intended as
the main mechanism to keep cow harvest at 25% or less.

Harvest Management Zones

Fortymile caribou herd harvest should be managed so that hunters in different parts of the
herd’s range all have hunting opportunity. The following zones are intended to help
manage and distribute FCH harvest (see map of zones below):

Zone 1: The road and trail accessible portion of the herd’s range in the vicinity of
the Steese Highway and Chena Hot Springs Road.
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Zone 2: Generally, the portion of the herd’s range that has few roads and trails and

access is more difficult. This zone extends down to the Richardson

Highway but very few, if any, caribou occur near the highway where they

might be available for harvest.

Zone 3: The road and trail accessible portion of the herd’s range in the vicinity of

the Taylor Highway.

A written description of the areas included in Zone 2 is as follows:

Unit 20E
1. The Chancy River drainage.
2, The Seventymile River drainage upstream from and including the Granite

Creek drainage.
3. The North Fork of the Fortymile River drainage upstream from, but not

including the Champion Creek drainage.

4. The Middle Fork of the Fortymile River upstream from and including the

Joseph Creek drainage.
5. The Mosquito Fork of the Fortymile River drainage upstream from and

including the Wolf Creek drainage.

6. The drainages within Unit 20E flowing into the Yukon River downstream from

the confluence of the Seventy Mile River and Yukon River.

Unit 25C
That portion draining into the South Fork of Birch Creek and the portion within the

Yukon-Chancy Rivers National Preserve.

Unit2OB
That portion of the Middle Fork of the Chena River drainage upstream from and

including the Teuchet Creek drainage and all of the Saicha River drainage.

Unit 20D
That portion north of the south bank of the Tanana River.

Allocation Among Different Seasons and harvest Management Zones

75% of the Alaska harvest quota will be allocated to the fall hunt.

Fall quota: Zone 1, the Steese Highway-Central and Chena Hot Springs Road area

will be assigned 30%; Zone 2, the roadless less accessible areas in the range of the

herd, will be assigned a minimum of 25% (additional harvest would he permitted

from this zone if caribou were not accessible in either of the other zones, but not to

exceed the fall quota); and; Zone 3, the Tok-Taylor Highway area will be assigned

45%.

• 25% of the harvest quota and any surplus from the fall quota will be allocated to

the winter hunt.

Exhibit ,,
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• Winter quota: 60% will be allocated to the road accessible zone (either Zone 1 or
Zone 3) where the majority of the herd is located immediately prior to the opening
of the winter season. The remai’ g 40% of the quota will be assigned to the
remaining road accessible Zone. Zone 2 will remain open until the winter quota is
reached. Large numbers of caribou are not expected to be readily accessible in this
Zone.

a This will allow harvest across the winter range, and prevent the season in one area
from being closed because the entire winter quota is taken in another portion of the
hunt area.

Hunt Management Recommendations

• ADF&G and federal subsistence program managers should cooperatively manage
the fall and winter FCII hunts and continue using a single joint state/federal
registration permit.

Participants in the July 7 meeting agreed it is important to maintain a single state/federal
registration permit. A registration permit hunt provides important data necessary for timely
management of hunts with harvest quotas. A short reporting period is required to manage
harvest within the quotas. ADF&G will close all or parts of the state seasons when the
harvest quotas for those areas are met. The ADF&G will also work with federal
subsistence hunt managers to seek closure of federal seasons when harvest quotas are met,
if qualified federal subsistence users have had sufficient opportunity to harvest caribou.

Because ofhigh hunting pressure and low moose numbers in Unit 20E, hunters should not
be allowed to posses a Fortyniilc Caribou registration pennit (RC860) and a Unit 20E
moose registration permit (RM865) at the same time. Hunters may harvest both species,
but should not possess both permits at the same time. Traditionally, caribou hunters and
moose hunters have hunted at different times in different areas. This recommended
restriction is intended to allow hunters maximum opportunity to hunt their intended quarry
without further restricting the moose season.

• In the future, if the FCH reaches a higher population, management of the hunt
under a general harvest ticket, instead of a registration permit, should be
considered.

Seasons and Bag Limits

The hunting season for the Fortymile caribou herd should be split between a fall hunt and a
winter hunt, The split season facilitates bunting during the traditional fall season and
allows some communities to take advantage of the proximity of the caribou during the
winter. This plan recommends hunting from August 10 to September 30 (fall season) and
from December 1 to February 28 (winter season). The federal subsistence winter season
will open a month earlier than the state winter season.

a ADF&G should have the authority to announce a 1- to 3-day season for resident
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hunters to harvest caribou on state managed lands in the American Suniniit area

near Eagle between October20 and November 30.

To offer fall hunting opportunity in the Eagle area, this plan recommends that ADF&G

have the authority to announce a 1- to 3-day season for resident hunters to harvest caribou

on state managed lands in the American Summit area between October 2() and November

30. Permits vilI only be available in Eagle. This season will be opened if: (1) there has

been insufficient local opportunity in September to harvest caribou, and (2) Fortymile

caribou are present in the area. This bunt will be conducted as a registration permit hunt

and every effort will be made to maintain the harvest at no more than 30 caribou. The

animals harvested during this hunt will be counted toward caribou harvested under the

winterquota for the Tok-Taylor Highway area. This bunt is intended to accommodate

residents of Eagle but would be open to all Alaska residents. If excessive harvest occurs or

other problems develop with this hunt, it should be permanently suspended.

Historically, nonresident hunters have selected for large bulls and were not allowed to hunt

during the winter season when it may be more difficult to distinguish bulls from cows.

Restricting nonresident hunters to taking bulls only should not significantly increase the

incidence of cows shot illegally. In addition, the winter hunt is important for meeting the

subsistence needs of Alaska residents. Based on this hunt history and the importance of

providing for Alaska resident subsistence uses, nonresidents should not be allowed to

participate in the winter hunt, at least at the current FCH population level.

• The bag limit for all Fortymile Caribou Herd hunts should remain 1 caribou per

regulatory year for residents and 1 bull per regulatory year for nonresident hunters

until the population is demonstrated to be more than 100,000 animals, at which

time changes in bag limits should be considered.

• Nonresident hunters should be allowed to participate in the fall Fortymile caribou

hunt with a bag limit of one bull but there should be no nonresident seasons during

the winter hunts.

ifunring methods’ and access

Access to the Fortyrnile herd in offroad areas is important to hunters and non-hunters

alike. The herd will be monitored throughout the year, and information will be available to

the public regarding herd distribution and movements so that conflicts between hunters and

non-consumptive users will be minimized.

Some non-hunting road travelers are upset when hunters leave animal parts and viscera

either in the roadside ditch or in plain view of the road. Hunters will be required under

conditions of the registration permit to move viscera out of view ofmaintained roads.

When large numbers of caribou are crossing major roads, such as the Taylor or Steese

Highways, special hunt management provisions are needed to avoid the possibility of

excessive harvest and to minimize public safety concerns. Because a narrow no-hunting

corridor along a road (e.g., one mite either side of a highway) can be difficult to enforce,

this is not the preferred method to defme closed areas.
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ADF&G should manage situations where large numbers of caribou are crossing
roads by enacting temporary hunting closures in clearly specified areas. Preferred
methods are to temporarily close a specific drainage or other easily-delineated
broader area, make such an area walk-in only, or delay a hunt opening. Hunters
who are disabled and qualit’ for special licensing will be exempt from such
closures along the Taylor and Steese highways.

Information and Education

ADF&G should conduct public information and education programs regarding this harvest
Plan. Hunter information specific to FCH harvest will be included on or with the
registration permit. This information might include descriptions of cow and bull caribou,
examples of removing viscera from view, harvest reporting requirements, signs or markers
used to delineate the hunting area or closures, access routes and access restrictions.
Additional educational material should also be provided to help hunters select for bulls
when meat quality of bulls is good. Harvest reports will suffice to accurately monitor
harvest quota allocation by area and season.

Harvest Management in the Yukon Territoty

The specifics of Yukon harvest will be developed by the Yukon Fish and Wildlife
Management Board, the Yukon Department of Enviromnent and Yukon First Nations. II is
unlikely that Yukon will begin to harvest a significant number of Fortymile caribou until
the herd grows much larger and begins to regularly cross into Canada. Yukon residents
believe that the herd numbered about 60,000 when Fortymile caribou last entered Yukon in
numbers high enough for hunting. Any caribou not harvested by Yukon hunters will not be
re-allocated to the Alaska harvest. If the number of caribou harvested does not reach the
objective in a given year, the surplus will be used to promote herd growth.

WoifPredator Control Project

A lethal wolf control program specifically designed to achieve the Intensive Management
population and harvest objectives for the FCH was recommended as part of this plan and a
wolf predation control program was authorized by the BOG at their March 2006 meeting.
The program is being conducted by private citizens, similar to the other on-going wolf
cohtrol programs in Alaska. The WolfPredation Control Program previously in place for
increasing moose numbers in Units 12 and 20E was expanded to include portions of the
FCH range with little increase in the resources needed by ADF&G for program
administration.

Grizzly Bear Management Project

Grizzly bear predation on caribou calves is a significant factor in reducing calf survival
and herd growth. The Unit 20E Brown Bear Predation Control Area adopted by the BOG
in May 2006 as part of the Upper Yukon/Tanana Predation Control Implementation Plan is
primarily designed to benefit moose but should also benefit the FCH. In the Upper
Yukonffanana Predation Control Area the BOG authorized the sale of black bear bides. It
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is also legal to sell the bides of brown bears taken in the Unit 20E Brown Bear Predation

Control Area. Additional actions which would encourage bear harvest should be

considered by the BOG. Additional bear harvest will provide for additional herd growth

and achievement of intensive management harvest and population objectives.
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Hon. Don W. Collinsworth July 20, 1990
Commissioner
Department of Fish and Game 221-3 -0624

465-3600

Board action in light of
McDowell

Tom Koester
Bonnie Harris
Assistant Attorneys General
Natural Resources--Juneau

You have asked for guidance on what action will be
necessary by the Boards of Fisheries and Game under the decision
by the supreme court in McDowell v. State, 785 P2d 1 (Alaska
1989), and the further interpretations of the consequences of
that decision by superior court Judge Cutler in McDowell v.
Coilinsworth, 3 AN-83--1592 Civil. This memorandum will describe
what the courts have held in these cases with regard to the
state’s subsistence law, and then will summarize what that means
for fisheries and for game.

The status of the law in light of the court decisions.

In McDowell, the supreme court held that the rural
limitation in Alaska’s subsistence law is inconsistent with art.
VIII, secs. 3, 15, and 17, of the Alaska Constitution. The
superior court decided on June 20, 1990, that the rural
limitation is severable from the remaining portions of the 1986
law, and that thus the approach set out in AS 16.05258,
including the priority for subsistence uses over other uses, is
still in place. In a July 12, 1990, clarification of the June
decision, the superior court stated that initial eligibility for
subsistence uses cannot be based on whether or not an individual
has engaged in customary and traditional subsistence uses iD the
past.

Thus, the structure in AS 16.05.258 remains basically
in place, absent the rural limitation. Under that statute, for a
given fish stock or game population, if there is a harvestable
surplus and if the relevant board has found a customary and
traditional use of that stock, then subsistence uses must be
authorized. Neither the supreme court nor the superior court
found the eight criteria contained in S AAC 99 010 (b) and used by
the boards to identify whether a use is customary and traditional
to be invalid. In fact in the July 12,. 1990 superior court order
of clarification, the court indicated that the boards sould use
criteria like those to determine which fish stocks and game
populations were subject to subsistence uses.
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Under the statute, then, if the harvestable surplus and

customary and traditional use findings can be made, the boards

must then provide a reasonable opportunity to engage in

subsistence uses for any Alaskan resident who would be using the

harvest for the purposes specified in the definition of

subsistence uses:

the direct personal or family consumption as

food, shelter, fuel, clothing, tools, or

transportation, for the making and selling of

handicraft articles out of nonedibie by-products

of fish and wildlife resources taken for personal

or family consumption, and for the customary

trade, barter, or sharing for personal or family

consumption.

AS 16.05.940(30). If a reasonable opportunity can be provided

for those Alaskans likely to engage in subsistence uses, then

nonsubsistence uses can be authorized on the same fish stock or

game population. The situation in which all Alaskans eligible

for and desirous of engaging in subsistence uses of a particular

fish stock or game population can be allowed a reasonable

opportunity to do so has been termed “tier oneT.

If a conservation problem, or increasing competition,

requires a reduction in harvest, the relevant board cannot modify

the subsistence regulations in a way which would provide less

than a reasonable opportunity unless other uses have first been

eliminated. Under AS 16.05.258, if iaonsubsistence uses have been

eliminated, and the relevant board is still not able to provide a

reasonable opportunity at tier one for all Alaskans, we must move

to tier two to determine which Alaskans will be afforded that

reasonable opportunity. In a tier two situation, the statute

specifies that opportunity to engage in subsistence uses must he

distributed among those eligible at tier one based on three

criteria:

(1) customary and direct dependence on the fish stock

or game population as the mainstay of livelihood;

(2) local residency;

(3) availability of alternative resources.

AS 16.05.258(c),

Of course, under both the Alaska Constitution and the
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Alaska Statutes, if any haest would jeopardize sustained yie,
all hunting or fishing -- including sutsistence -- must be
closed.

What this means for fisheries.

For those fish stocks for which the Board of Fisheries
has made an affirmative finding that no customary and traditional
uses exist, no subsistence uses need be authorized on those fish
stocks, whether in rural or nonrural areas.

For those fish stocks for which the board has not made
a finding one way or another about the presence of customary and
traditional uses, it is our assessment that under the superior
court decision the board can await proposals which individuals or
groups may submit, and act on those at the next board meeting.
The superior court noted at page eight of the June 20, 1990
order, that the subsistence law now no longer limits the fish
stocks to be considered to those in rural areas. However, for
those in nonrural areas, the superior court stated that the
boards must still make an affirmative finding that the stock or
population “is customarily and traditionally used for subsistence
before making it available for subsistence use,” We believe this
indicates that the court decision does not require instant action
on those as yet unexamined stocks and populations, but rather
allows the board to address them over time, as proposals come in.

With respect to those stocks for which the board has
found a customary and traditional use and which are already
subject to subsistence fishing, the board needs to eventually
repeal the eligibility limitations on participation in those
fisheries. Those regulatory provisions are currently
ineffective, since the stay in the supreme court McDowell case
expired on July 1, but it is going to be confusing to the public
to leave them on the books over the long term.

We understand that your department, pursuant to our
earlier advice, has already directed that any Alaskan who
requests a subsistence permit for any open subsistence fisheries
be given such a permit, since the eligibility limitations arc
ineffective. We further understand that your department does not
anticipate any conservation problems or extreme competition to
arise this year. Thus, it appears that this method will indeed
comply with the requirements of AS 16,05.258, as interpreted by
the supreme and superior courts.

What this means for hunting.
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With respect to those game populations for which the

Board of Game either has made a finding that no customary and

traditional use exists or has not yet made a finding with respect

to customary and traditional uses, the discussion in the above

section on fisheries applies. Similarly, with respect to those

game populations for which the board has made a customary and

traditional finding, the board will need to repeal regulations

limiting eligibility for participation, as discussed in the above

section on fisheries.

The existing subsistence hunts will break down into two

categories. For those in which the current subsistence

regulations are identical to the nonsubsistenqe resident hunting

regulations, there would appear to be no need for.board action,

since those regulations apparently accommodate use by all

interested Alaskans in any event, without difficulty.

For those situations in which the regulations are not

identical, however, further action probably will be required.

The analysis for those hunts would be as follows:

1. The board should ask whether the existing

subsistence hunt can be open to all Alaskans

likely to desire to participate in that season for

the purposes specified in the statute without

jeopardizing either sustained yield or a

reasonable opportunity for those participants. A

discussion of the “reasonable opportunity”

standard found in AS 16.05.258 follows this

description of the four steps the board should

take.

a. If yes, then no modifications would be

required.

b. If no, proceed to step 2.

2. The board would close nonsubsistence hunting, and

reevaluate the question posed in paragraph 1.

a. If the answer is now yes, no further action

is necessary.

b. If the answer is still no, proceed to

paragraph 3.

3. The board should consider whether the subsistence

regulations can be restructured in such a way that
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reasonable opportunity for all tier one
participants can be provided.

a. If yes, no further action beyond such
restructuring is necessary.

b. If the answer is still no, proceed to
paragraph 4.

4. The board should use the three tier twolt criteria
to determine how to distribute the available
opportunity among Chose Alaskans eligible at tier
one to participate.

Whether a regulation provides reasonable opportunity
for subsistence uses of that game population is in most cases a
question for the board. However, we can provide some guidance.
Attached are the only two pieces of state legislative history to
address the term directly. Those, in combination with the
I4cDowell decisions, and our experience with courts, leads to the
following conclusions:

A. It is not a guaranteed take, but a real chance to
harvest. Thus, any hunts in which not all those desiring to
participate are able to participate do not provide reasonable
opportunity, as a legal matter.

B. For those hunts where a customary and traditional
use has been found, a court would accord a presumption that the
existing regulations provide a reasonable opportunity. Thus, any
reductions in season or bag limits, for example, must be
accompanied by some evidence that will rebut the presumption for
a court to accept a conclusion that the reduced opportunity is
still reasonable.

C. Under AS 16.05.258, the board may not provide less
than reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses unless non-
subsistence uses are closed. However, assuming that guideline is
met, the board may go to tier two (which is necessary if less
than reasonable opportunity can be provided) in two cases: (1) to
assure sustained yield, or (2) to continue subsistence uses. The
latter situation may be presented when a population is being
managed for overall growth, in order that eventually more
opportunity can be provided.

D. Prohibitions on transportation methods could be
consistent with reasonable opportunity for all Alaskans desiring
to participate only if the board can conclude that they do not in
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reality affect a nonlocal person’s ability to go hunt more than a

local persons. For example, the board could find a prohibition

on airplanes, other than regularly scheduled commercial flights,

would still provide all Alaskans reasonable opportunity if any

Alaska could take a commercial flight to a location where boats

or other appropriate Lransportation methods are actually

available through rental or other means in sufficient numbers for

the anticipated use level,

E. If the board has provided a fall and winter

subsistence hunt on a population, reasonable opportunity for each

of those can be evaluated separately. Thus, it would be possible

to have one hunt at tier one, and one at tier two.

Other questions will certainly arise during the board

meeting on this issue, and we will be available to assist you and

the board as those develop.

We are aware that the board may not be able to do

everything necessary to fully comply with the McDowell decision

in time for this fall’s hunts. We would offer the following

continuum to guide the board’s priority of action.

At one end, there are those hunts in which the existing

subsistence seasons are identical to the nonsubsistence resident

seasons. Since the limitations on eligibility are currently

ineffective these can be easily addressed, and should require no

time from the board.

At the far end of the continuum are those hunts which

cannot be restructured in any form to allow all Alaska residents

desiring to participate to do so. Any hunt which must have

eligibility limited to less than all those who wish to

participate will be invalid and indefensible if the board does

not use the three “tier two” criteria to decide which Alaskans

are able to participate. Thus, these situations should be a

priority for board action.

In the middle of the continuum are those situations in

which the subsistence hunt must be restructured before everyone

desiring to participate can, and it can be so restructured. The

question then becomes whether the authorized season, bag limit,

methods and means, etc., provide a ‘treasonable opportunity or

not. Each hunt in this category must be viewed as a matter of

degree. Some situations will clearly constitute unreasonable

opportunity for example, a two day season restructured from a

40 day season would probably fail into that category. We would

recommend that the board put as high a priority as possible on
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addressing those situations which most clearly would not piovide
reasonable opportunity and convert those to tier two, Other
situations will be arguably on the reasonable side of the
dividing line between reasonable and unreasonable opportunity.
If time does not allow all the hunts in this genera] category to
be addressed thoroughly, we recommend that the board announce
that those can be addressed again at the next meeting in response
to public proposals, as can any of the boards actions,

Conclusion

T am sure that many questions will arise as the
department and the boards move along in the process of bringing
the regulations into consistency with the McDowell decisions. If
you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

GTK:BH:ml

Enclosures

cc w/enclosures:

Larri Spengler
Assistant Attorney General

Steve White
Assistant Attorney General

Beth Kerttula
Assistant Attorney General
Juneau AGO

Lance Nelson
Assistant Attorney General
Anchorage AGO

Norman Cohen
Deputy Commissioner

Molly McCammon
Special Assistant

Steve Behnke
Director, Division of Subsistence

Lewis Parnplin
Director, Division of Wildlife Conservation
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Laird Jones
Director, Division of Boards
Department of Fish & Game

Denby Lloyd
Special Staff Assistant

Nike Irwin
Special Staff Assistant

John Katz
Special Council State/Federal Relations
Office of the Governor
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Report tO the Board of Game on the first year of the Gulkana, Cantwell,

Cliistochina, Gakona, Mentasta, Tazlina, Chitina, arid Klnti-Kaah

Community Harvest Hunt Area

29 January—I February 2010

Winter 2010 Board of Game Meeting

Anchorage, 4K
Statewide Regulations, Cycle A

Becky Schwanke and Bob Tobey

Area Management Staff

Division ofWild1if Conservation
Glennallen, ADF&G

becky.schwanke(iaIaskagov
çtobey(alaska.gov

P.O.Box47
Glennailen, AK 99588

907-822-3461

Summary

The State Tier II Neicluna Caribou hunt was ehmmated in 2009 and replaced with a Tier I hunt and a

community hunt The Gulkana, Cantwell, Chistochina, (akona, Mentasta, Tazlina, Chitma, and Kiuti—

Kaalr Community Hunt foEthoose and bafibou Was impieinentd August 2009 Since these are the

eight Alitna vil1age in the region, this hunt is refeffd tóas the Ahtba community hunt. While the

State is the hunt manager, Ahtna Inc is the hunt administrator This is a complex hunt; with over 400

current participants There are four types of Ahtna comrnuinty hunt participants community hunters,

continuous community membership hunters, sharing huiter, and designated hunters. Th hunt area

includes all of Game Management Unit (OMU) 11, 13, and a portion of 12 south of the Tok River

drainage. Moose can be taken in all 3 units, though Nelâhinaearibou may be taken only iii GMU 13.

The moose hunt has ended, hoever the caribou hunt remains open at this time and is expected to run

through 31 March. Both historic and currenthunting fraditipns for localsshow they will bunt moose

andior caribou in the local area each year through whichever federal or state regulation applies at the

time. ThC total take ofmoOse and caribou by ioal area residents this year app&s ‘ery similar to
2008-2009. Aprelirninary total of 94 moose were taken inihe community hunt. Ofthose; 7were

onsidcred any-bull moose aud did not meet general antler restrictions. A preliminary total of 101

caribou have also been taken. Many community bunters hävc failed to abide byhuit coOditions. I-font

administratioh was difficult for Ahtna, and they failed to meet several Comniunity Harvest Area

permit conditions as a result. If the community bunt is continued in 2010-2011, there must be

substantial chithges to the administration ofthis hunt to ensure hunter understanding and compliance

both for harvust control and to ensure consCrvatiOn concerns are met

Patte 1 of 13
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i 2007, the Nelehmna Community Hunt Area was established for GMU13 based Caribou and Moose

ubsisteije Use Findings (#2006L 170 BOG). No community hwat administrator applicationsware

ceived, and no community hunt took place in 2007 or 2008. In March 2009, the Ahtna Tene Nene’

ubsistence and Traditional Use Committee applied to the Board of Game to be a community hunt

dministrator, although they requested some specific changes to the hunt area and hunt details. The

su1t was the Gulkana, Cantwell, Chisto china, (Jakona, Mentasta, Tazlina, Chitina, and KlutiKaah
htna) Community Harvest Area for moose and caribou.

2ocation -

he hunt area consists of Game Management Unit (GMJJ) 11 and 13, and a portion of GMIJ 12 south

f the Tok River and Little Tok River (Figure 1). =

UI residents of the eight Ahtha villages (as described in the Ahtna Community Hunt Plan) are able to

articipate asfuilcorninunity hunters. These hunters are each issued a moose and a caribou harvest

icket, All other Alaska residents are eligible to participate as designated hunters; they arenot issued

;arvest tickets but can hunt on behalfof ticket holders. All hunt participaits were required to apply,

egardless of himter status. -

Page 2 of 13
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Additional options for participation were addediollowfng a court order issued 29June 2009 by the

Honorable Carl Bauman, Superior Court. Judge in Kenai:He ordred the residency requirements of the

Chmrnunity Harvest Permit be removed specifically for the 2009 Unit 13 caribou hunt. He also

ordered that at least one sharing opportunity for non-Ahtna village residents must be provided, at a

1ocition to be determined by the community hunt adminisatpr. A sharing potlatch was held at the

Kluti-Kaah memorial hail in Copper Center 3 October 2009 with an open invitation for anyone to

attend.

In response to the court order a Continuous Comnriinity Membership Support form was developed for

“contInuous community hunters”. This form allows any Alaska resident to fully participate in the

comthuuity hunt, as long as they have an Ahtna village sponsor; The form states that the applicant has

continuous community membership through a pattern of participation over at least one year with one

of the eight Ahtna villages, including participation i,n the community’s customary and traditional

subsistence patterns and practices These hunters are each issued a moose and a caribou harvest ticket

Also in response to the court order, a Sharing Hunt application was developed for the caribou portion

‘of the hunt. All ‘Alaska residents were eligible to beedme “sharing huntein?’ for a community caribou

harvest ticket through this option, with the caveat they share at least two quarters, including one hind

quarter, with Ahffia. The meat was to bedistributed as needeçi

Bag Limit and Season Dates

The Ahtna Community Hunt was implemented in 2009-2010 For this regulatory year, the BOG

established an upper limit of 300 caribou, and 100 any-bull moose for this hunt. The BOG allowed

ADF&G to specify where the any-bull mooe could be taken to be consistent with the sustained yield

principle. An unlimited number of genera[ antler. restricted mooe could also be taken (in accordance

with theGM[J specific general season bag Iimit;BT brow. tines). ..

The moose and caribou allocations and eommumty hunt season dates by subunit are listed below

OMU ‘Anbu1l’moose spike/fork, 50”, 4BjT moose Season Dates

12* ‘• 0 Unlimited” .. 8/24418; 9/8-9/17

13A 20. Unlimited, 10 Aug—20 Sept

1313 .. 25 ‘
LTnlimited., .

10 Aug—20 Sept

13C... ‘ 15 . .
Unlimited ‘

10 Aug—20 Sept,

13D 10 Unlimited .
10 Aug— 20 Sept.

1313 . ‘ 15 .
Unlimited .. , 1OAu-20 Sept

iM ybul1’ inoo pijccjfth 5” 3131 moose Season Dates

11 15 Unlimited lOAug-2OSept

Cariiou : Season Dates

11 ‘. 0 ,

None

12 0 ‘‘
‘ ‘None

13 300 iii Unit l3totai ‘ lOAug — 20SeptJ2l’ Oct 31 March

* To hunt moose in the open poriion of GMIJ 12, community hunters must follow the general season

bag limit and season dates. Additional op,portunity was deemed incousistent with sustained yield.
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[he community hunt season and bag limits for moose are the same or more lIberal than the State
enera1 season, and similar to the federal subsistence season. The season dates and bag limits are as
ollows:

State Season Season Federal Bagjpit
:2 8/24-8/28; 9/8-9/17 spike/fork, 50”, 4BT. moose nofederaseasoii in this hunt area

I Sept—20 Sept spike/fork, 50”, 4BT moose 1 Aug—20 Sept I antlered bull
ii 20 Aug—20 Sept spike/fork, 50”, 3BT moose 20 Aug —20 Sept I antlered bull

[he season dates for the community caribou hunt in GMU 13 are the same as the State Tier I hunt as
veil as the federal subsistence hunt. All GMU 13 aribôu hunts were limited to bulls only for 2009-
lOlO. There are no caribou hthits inGMU ii or the community hunt portion of GMU 12:

lirnt Adnunistration

[he Ahtna Tene Nene’ SubsistetWe Cotnniittee, with assistance from AI)F&G, developed a
Dommurnty Hunt Plan prior to the start of the hunt, as well as an informative Frequently Asked
uestions document These documänts, as well as applications and pertinent press releases are
Lvailable on the Ahtna In. website (http://www.ahtna-inc.p) as well as at the individual Ahtna
ribal oflIces. -

)flicial numbered moose and caribou harvest tickets/repàrts were printed by ADF&G. Ahtna received
!00 ânler restrictid and 300 any-bull moose harvest tickets,-and 500 caribou harvest tickets.
Jarvest tickets were complete with season dates and bag hunt for each GMIJ Applications were
ollected and hunters were approved or dented by the hunt administrator Each qualified bunter was
hen issued a moose and a caribou harvest ticket.

nitially, due to a concern for overharvest, two different moose harvest tickets were issued Those
iunters who were over 65 years of age, disabled, single parents, or widows were issued any-bull
noose harvest tickets, all others received antler-restricted moose harvest tickets Both harvest tickets
Lilowed hunting prior to the general season m GMU 11 and 13 (the general season had to be followed
n the open portion of GMTJ 12) During the first 3 weeks of the season (10 Aug—31 Aug), only 15
my-bull moose had been harvested Beginning 3 Sept. Ahtna began issuing any bull moose harvest
ickets to all new applicants, and replaced trevzously issued antler-restricted harvest tickets with any
nih harvest tickets upon request

Dopies of applications and received hunt reports were given t ADF&G for data enterrng and coding
)ue to the stringent any-bull moose limits for each subunit, weekly reports were required from the
iunt adrnimstrator (some of these were partial reports from bunters that called in)

)n17 September, Ahtna issued a Cloure to the any-bull portion of the moose hunt in GMU 13A and
L3E to avoid going over the subunit allocations.

t. some point after the moose hunt ended, Ahtna Sent a reminder letter to comriiunit’ moose hunters
vh hadnot rCported. Specifics of thi reminder system were not provided to the Department

Pace 4 of 13 EXhibit
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Moose Harvest

A preIiminay total of394 hunters signed up fr the community moose hunt. Of those hunters, 58

reside outside the eight Ahtna villages, and participated through the continuous community

membership option. An additional 26 hunters signed up only as designated hunters, A preliniinary

total of 94 bull moose were harvested. Of those, 67 (71%) were any-bulls’, meaning they did not meet

general hunt antler restrictions. Of the moose taken, 35 (37%) were harvested by designated hunters

(not all of whom applied). Of the successful hunters, 75 (80%) indicated sharing with family and

friends; 17 (18%) were shared with communities outside the Copper Basin.

As of2O January, only 271 (69%) of the moosehunters had reported. Of the rports received, 229

(85%) reported hunting and 41% were succes.fuI. Of all the moose harvest tickets issued (394), only

58% reported hunting and 24% were successful.

• ,xhibit
Pager

Figure 2 shows the harvest by minor coded unftwithin GMU 13. iwo additional moose were taken,

one each in GMU hand 12. Thc comp1et Iiavstdçtailsire listed below.

Figure 2. iThina community moose harvest within GMIJ 13 byininor code unit for 2009-2010. The majority ofnioosc

takeii were in coded units adjacent to a highway.
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Harvet Chronology

Hunt Week
8/i 0/09-8/13/09
$/14/(J9-8/20/09
8/21109-8/27/09
8/28109-9/3/09
9/4109-9/10/09
9/11/09-9/17/09
9/1 8/099I2O/Q9

Moose hanest in relation to es(iiblishedAmounts Reasotiably Necessaryfor subsistence (A1TS)

At the March 2009 Board of Gnie rneethg, the ANS or Amounts Reasonably Necessary for

Subsistence, were re-evaluated-for moose and caribou in GMU 13. The moose ANS was-changed

from 600 to a range of300-600. The final moose harvest in 20082009 for GM3J 13 was 735, well

above the ANS range. Of those, 142; wër-taken by local GMU 13 residents (including 46 taken in

State hunts by residents of the eight Ahtna villages). Ai additional 54 moose were harvested in GMU

ii (including 2 by village residents) and 159 were taken in GMLJ 12. The ANS for moose in (3-MJJ 11

is 30-40, and in GMU 12 the ANS is 6O-70.

-in 2009-2010, given an increasingmooe population, the GMU 13-Tierli moosa hunt was -
-

discontinued; five small any-bull drawing hunts were created in remote areas, and limited nonresident

drawing hunts were reinstituted. All these bunts have conventional season dates of I Sept —20 Sept:

The Ahina Community Hunt-was also established,- with an extended season (10 Aug -20- Sept) and an

allocation ofup to 85 any-bhllsfàr GMU 13 (15 were allocated for;GMU 11). The 2009-2010 harvet

goal given to the BOG in March 2)9 was 850 bulls: -,
- .•

-

o date, the prehnunary 2009-2010 (3MIJ 13 total moose harvest is 834 bulls, agarn well above the

ANS. The prehininaiy take by local- GM{ 13 residents is 183 (including 72 in State hunts- by village

residents). Three additional bu1Iwere taken in GMU 11 and one in GMU 12 by village residents. A;

preliminary total of52 mooe hav been taken in GMU 11, and 132 in GMIJ 12. -

- - -

Caribon llarest

A peiiixinary total of413 hunters have signed up for the community caribou hunt, with an additional -

59 hunters signing up as sharing hunters While the hunt runs though 31 March, to date, 101 caribou

have been reported taken in the e.oninunity hunt. Ofthose, 20 were taken by sharing hutets. Ofthe -

8-1 caribo taken by community hunters, 25-were harvested hy designated hunters. Ofthe successful -

local hunters, 63- (78%) indicatedsbring with family and friends;9 (11%) were shared with.

communities outside the Copper Biisin. The:harvest details are very sin liar to the moose. -

Caribou har’est in relation to establishedArnounts Reasonably Necessa,yfor Subsistence 44N)

At the March 2009 Board of (lame meeting, the ANS or Amounts Reasonably Necessary for

Subsistence, were re-evaluated for moose and caribou in GvflJ 13. The Neichina caribou ANS was

changed from ‘1 OQ% of aIlowb1e harvest’ to 600-I ,000. The final Neichina caribou hariest-in 2008-

- ‘-‘ .Exlubit
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2009 was 1,372 (Tier U and federal hunts), well above the ANS range. Ofthose, 263 were taken by
local (GMU 13) residents, including 34 taken in State bunts by residents’ of the eight Ahtna villages.

In 2009-2010. the CMI) 13 ‘ficril Neichinacaribou huiit was replaced with a-Tier I hunt and the
Ahtna Community Hunt. All GMT,J 13 hunts have the same conventional season dates, and are not
scheduled to end until 31 March. The harvest quota set for 2009-2010 was 1,000 bulls due to low
overwinter survival and subsequent reduced calfproduction. As of 20 January, the preliminary 2009-
2010 GMI,J 13 total caribou harvest is 592. The preliminary take by local (GMIJ 13) residents is 212,
including 77 taken in State hunts by village residents.

Issues and Concerng’.

Conservation concërns

ihe 2009 moose harvest under the Ahtna comniumty hunt occurred almost entirely m GMU 13 (92 of
94 bulls), and was substantially higher than the take from the eliminated tier II hitnt(ave 43 bulls
from 1995-2008, 1M300) While currently sustainable, the community hunt is much more liberal than
the tier II moose hunt, which was limited to 150 permits, with season dates 15 Aug —31 Aug The
harvest locations beteti the two hunts a very similar; occurring alcaig the road system and in the
easily accessible iireas.’ ,. ‘‘ ‘‘

The 100 any-bull allocation for the community hunt was set by the Board.of Game. Prior to the’ hunt,
Al)F&G allocated the any-bulls by subunit based on tin.., population trends and expected harvestm

- each area. Due to acoiicgrnabout exceeding the subunit allocations, Ahtnà issued a: closure for the
any-bull portion of the hunt on 17 September in subunits 13A and 13E. Ahtha informed ADF&G of
the closure the dày before. It was’ annoñnced on the local radio, and ADF&G,put signs’ up aiound
Glennallen, The closure however was not very effective given the timing and:othez circumstances, and
Iwo additional any-bull moose were harvested in I 3E Fortunately, once ADF&G staffreviewed all
the harvest reports, itwas evident that many of the reported 1 3E moose werc actually from theDenali
Highway east of the Sasitna River, whichis 1313 None ofthe subunit allocations were exceeded

It should be noted that without the iurrent successful active wolf management program, the current
sake of any-bull moose through this bunt would not be s’ustamable Continued increases in the moose
opulation are expected, winch will help increase harvest unit-wide However, ifthis moose bunt is

ontinned, the localized oerharvest of bulls is likely in certain htghly accessible areas such as Eureka
md the eastern Denah Highway

ny time there is a long season and an any-bull bag limit, moose hunters tend to utill7e highly
tccessible hunt areas Hunters may make many short lnps, with the knowledge they will have another
pportunity should they be unsuccessful This is much different than the three week any-bull mooce

hawing hunts offered m remote locations of CiMU 13 this year These hunts were developed
;pediical.ly to put hunters in areas with the highest moose’ numbers and lowest hunting pressure.

3ivcn the length of the cornnmunity bunt (20 Aug —20 Sept) and the high number ofhl4nt participants
tlready this fIrst year (394), we believe the (Th4U 13 any-bull upper limit of the community hunt will
e attained next year. To avoid exceeding subunit allocations, Subunit closures will likly be necessary

Lex’t year at some point during the season. If a subunit allocation is exceeded, the’ additional take will
onic from the following year’s allocation Units 11 and 12 did not recen e much hunting pressure this

Pwe R f 4,EXH[F3opi-.
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year through the community hunt, Th any-buiFailocation for OMU ills not expected to be reached

or exceeded.

The caribou portion of this hunt raises no conservation concerns as the Nelchina herd is migratory, and

the location of harvest is not as important as the number taken. The herd harvest objective for 2009-

2010 for all hunts is 1,000 bulls. Caribou have been very accessibie throughout the hunt compared to

previous years. To date, 101 caribou have been taken through the community hunt (up to 300 may be

taken). Many local hunters have shifted from the federal subsistence caribou hinit to the Alitna

community hunt because of the large hunt area offered by the Ahtna hunt (all of GMU 13 versus <2%

of GMIJ 13 in the federal hunt). All ofthe community hunters, and most of the continuous community

members qualify for the federal subsistemie caribou hunt, for which the bag limit is 2 caribou. To date,

13 community hunters have reported taking a second caribou through the federal subsistence hunt.

Administrative concerns -.
-

We have quifr-a few conCerns pertaining to the administration of thi lnint Thereare three community

hunt areas in Alaska. The original two are very small remote community hunts the Chalkyitsik

Coinmunity HarvestArea for moose in a portion of GMU 25D, ndthe -Yukon Fiats Community

Harvest Area for black bears in all of GMU- 25D. 1’Teither hunt has had any párti cipants in recent years,

one reason has been the lack of interest in taking on the administrative duties.

Comparatively, the Ahtna community hunt has over 400 participants and a 19 page htmt plan. While

this is technically a State hunt, the burden of the hunt administration legally falls on Ahina, an

orgatiiation with no experience administering this type ofprogam. ADF&G has helped each step of

the way from helping draft the hunt plan, to dñiffing and printing the harvest tickets, ‘to making GIS

maps, entering all the apjlicant information, checking the Failure tO Report (FTR) list, eritering all the

h&vst report data, callinghunters when harvest reports are not comp1eely filled out or filled out

wrong, as well as inani other hunt administration tasks. Without our acitive j5articpation we believe

we wouldnot be able to ,ro.’ide a report of activities or evaluate the success of the pràgrani. Still,

because the hunt is not a minisiered by the State, the standard protocols ADF&G has deloped ovet

many ears of administering hunts are not being followed

The initial concept for this hunt was to provide a consistent reasonable opportunity for Copper Basin

residents to harvest caribou, however the additional any-bull moose allocation added complexity to

this bunt. The jniti4l cOurt order-from 29 June 2009 specifically statCd thesideney ftquire’rnents fOr

the community caribou hunt:weie to be dropped.The result was a ShiipgHunt applicationwhich

allowed out-ofvillage iesidents to harvest a caribou, although 14 had to be turned in to Ahtna Inc. for

distri6ution. The ether option that was added was Continuous Community Menibrsbip form, which

allowed any out-of-village resident to fully partake in the hunt, each being atle to take a mOose and a

caribou Thece additional opportunities to participate in the hunt were- very cunftismg to the public W.

heard concerns froni poterrtial hunt participants ar1y ói who felt their applications Were denied -

unfairly. One indicted clearly his pjlication wa’s denied because he was told only shareho1dër could

participate in the hunt We immediately expressed our concern to the-hunt administrator, and the

harvest tickets were issued At some point during the hunt, Alitna stopped rdqiiring the Continuous

Community Membership form, arid started issuing moose and caribou harvest tickets to out-Of-village

residents simply upbn name recogniiion. We have conveyed our concerns regarding the lack of

consistency in this process. -
-

- -
-

- -
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As a State liun the community hunt ws subject to FTR restrictions, meaning FTR listed individuals
were ineligibe to participate in the hunt. The hunt plan also indibatd that hunters could be placed on
he FIR list for not reporting as well. ANna approved of this process as they felt it would help in
;etting reports turned in. Sharing the entire FTR list with Abtna did not seem appropriate, so Ahtna
would wait for ADF&G to check the FTR list prior to issuing harvest tickets. This worked fairly well
Ler the first few weeks. As the hunt progressed, Ahtna started issuing harvest tickets withuut checking
in the FIR starns, and five hunters on the FTR list were erroneously issued harvest tickets.

:hmtepikiIi

In the previously developed conimuriity hunts, hunters would pooi their State general harvest tickets
md permits, The concept was sinple and the main benefit was to allowànyone in the community to
mrvest the game. The Ahtna community hunt, however, is considerably more complex. An unlimited
iumber ofbunters can sign up, and they are allowed to barvest up to 300 caribOu, 100 any-bull moose,
lad thi unlimited number of general antler restricted moose. With suchà isrg bunt area and high
iarvCst jotential; there had to be a set of rules for hunters to follow Hunt eonditions Wcre printed on
;he application, in the Community Hunt Plan, and in the Frequently Asked: Questions handout

While bunters are eaerally held responsible for their own aotious interms of hunting violations, many
f the issues we dealt with this year were a direct result ofbunters not being informed of the hunt
onditioñs. in addition to the main Ahina Inc. office in Glennallen, there were tribal representatives in
acb.of the eight villages that handed out applications, as well as delivered harvest tickets to hunters.
[‘his likely led to confizsion, as each had different levels of knowledge pertiniñg to the hunt. When
iunters are issued registration permits in Sfat offices, tbey are required to read thç hunt conditions
,eforc signing, and their questions áril answered prior to receiving harvest tickets. As a secondaiy
)recaution, ADF&G1*intcd the seasons and bag limits on the harvest punch tagñ. Harvest tags were
uposcd td be signed by the hunt administrator as well as the himter ti be valid, although most were
lot sigmd by either party Conunumty hunters failed to abide by the hunt conditions on a regular
asis. -

:

onje hunters werc issued antler-restricted mOose harVest.tickets, meaning thcy were allowed to hunt
hiring•the extended cOmmunity season, but they were only.to take a geneial bag limit riaoose, Others
vereisued any-bull moose harvest tickets, which allowed any-bullsto be taken luGMU 11 and 13,
)ut still required general season dates and bag limits to be followed iii the open portion of GMU 12
)n 10August, the first day of the hunt in (3MU 11 and 13, a paddle bull waitaken in GMU 12 under
he coiutinnity huni; although the season was closed and thetrig limit was SF150” or 4 brow tifles.
[‘he hdnter was ccted;

nother hunt condition commonly violated was the rule that a community hunr (as well as
losignated huntera and other household mernbers) could not hold Othèi nmOe on caribou harvest
ickets or permits during the same regulatory year. Since this was the first yOar of the hunt, many
eople had already applied for drawing jermits, and had picked up barvest tickets prior to the
;onditions of the community hunt being released. Of the moose hunters, 83 hunters held at least one
arvest ticket or pennit they were not supposed to. Of those, 26 turned in their harvest ticket or report
oADF&G prior to signing up for the community hunt. Of the57 remaining hunters, 21 reported
iunting on those harvest tickets/permits. Of those,- five, reported hunting outside the community hunt
rea. One caribou was harvested, and the hunter was cited. ADF&G will consult with State troopers
nd warnIng letters will likely be mailed to the hunters who reported huntirg unsuccessfully on these
runt reports.

I

J
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Another concei-n we have relates to designated community hunters. Allowing any State resident to be a

designated or proxy-type hunter was a core concept ofthiscommunity hunt given the stringent State

proxy regulations in rCcent years. By allowing anyone to be a designated hunter; individuals with no

family to hunt fhr them, were able to have friends or neighbors harvest their moose or caribou. This

concept was good, however implementation was problematic. One of the hunt conditions was that

designated hunters must fill out an application prior to hunting. The rationale for this was to ensure

designated hunters were aware of all the hunt conditions, as they were subject to all the same

conditions as the original hunter, Of the 30 individual designated hunters who harvested moose, 11

were qualified communityhunters, meaning they had sen and signed the hunt conditions. Only 3 of

the successful individuals had applied as designated hunters. Of the remaining 16,:one was on the FTR

list and 2 were cited for failing to follow hunt conditions. An additional 23 individuals, applied as

designated hunters though did not hunt or hunted unsuccessfully. Many of the designated hunters also

held other moose or caribou- harvest tickets or permits. ADF&G will likuly mail warning letters to the

designated hunters whc did not apply, to ensure better hunt compliance in the future. The designated

hunter process will need to be iinprbved.

For the benefit of the hunters, there must be unproved communication between the hunt admuustrator

and ADF&G when hunt changes- are made mid-season. With few moose harvested during the August

portion of the community huit, Ahtna felt additional opportunities to take-moose should be given to

community hunters. The hunt administrator began issuing any-bull moose harvest tickets 3 September

to all new applicants (previously issued antler-restricted harvest tickets were replaced with any-bull

harvest tickets upon request). No notice was issued to the public orADF&G — so itwnis unclear to

many hunters this change occurred. After the fact, *e expressed our concern that moose hunting

alvays tends to be more successful later in the fall, and with more any-bull harvest tickets being

issued, Ahtna would need to watch the any-bull take closely. Had a subunit allocation been met,

hunters- would havébeen limited to the general antler restrictions for the reinainderof th season. This

concept ws not well understood by the public. - -.
-

Helping to explain the ddtails:of this hunt to the public after-the-fact was a remendrais additional

work load for A1]i&G, a situation that i not expected to improve substantially in ftiture:years- unless

there is more direct State invulvenient with the hunt administration. - .-

1-Jarvest reports were collected b Ahtna, and -copies were provided to ADF&G foe entering on a

weekly basis. At some point fter 20 September (moos hunt and caribou rut hunt clbsure), weekly

reporting seemed to stop. Afterrnultiple requests by ADF&G, weekly reporting continued in -

November, - - - - - -., - -
- -

- - -
- -

One important hunt condition was th 3 day reporting requirement. While Ahtna did not track when

hunt ieports were received, it-was evident that very few successful bunters reported within the required

3days. - - - -

The final mOose report was due 15 October 2009, as stated in the Comhiufiity Hunt Permit issued to

Ahtna. The report was not received until 7January 2010, after multiple requests. Application

information is still missing for approximately 70 hunters. Additionally, almost 60 moose harvest ticket

numbers are missing, as well as 160 caribou harvest ticiçet numbers. It is unclear whether these harvest

tickets were is ned without applications, as duplicates, lost or destroyed With inissmg applicant

-
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